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Transforming meeting spaces 
using Cynap solutions

When you’re looking for a wireless presentation, 

web conferencing, and collaboration solution 

for your organisation, look  no  further  than the 

award-winning Cynap range of AV appliances, 

the leading systems for in-person and hybrid 

meeting rooms, and huddle spaces everywhere.

In addition to easy-to-use, app-free, dongle-free, 

BYOD wireless screen sharing for all iOS, Android, 

Windows, macOS, and Chrome OS devices, you 

can also choose your model to include a set of 

web conferencing and collaboration tools that 

exactly matches your own individual requirements. 

Cynap multi-functional AV systems can either 

be deployed as an all-in-one AV centrepiece for 

meeting rooms, or as a high-performance add-

on for Zoom or Teams Rooms where wireless 

presentation and collaboration technology is 

required to enhance meeting space performance.

Whether you choose a Cynap Pure Mini with its focus 

on wireless screen mirroring, or a higher specified 

model with extra functionality, such as whiteboard 

and annotation, BYOM web conferencing, 

webcasting or recording, you can be sure of crystal 

clear 4K UHD on-screen resolution, unrivalled 

ease of use, and the provision of a collaborative 

working environment that is second to none.



“We have been really impressed to see just how 
much advantage the wireless technology gives 
us when presenting, when collaborating, and 
during our workshops, and we see this as a 
clear advantage for our facility in comparison 
to other facilities.“

Mr. Tilman Hampl
Technical Director,
ZDI Mainfranken
Southern Germany



Choose your Cynap system!

Focus on wireless screen sharing
Outstanding wireless screen sharing from any laptop, 

smartphone or tablet. Incredibly easy to use. Perfect  

either as standalone solution for meeting rooms, or as 

high-performance addition to Teams or Zoom rooms.

CYNAP PURE MINI

CYNAP PURE
Presentations made easy
Compact wireless BYOM / BYOD presentation sys-

tem with all the functionality of Cynap Pure Mini plus 

additional useful features. Like all Cynap family sys-

tems, supports AirPlay, Miracast, and Chromecast for  

unique app-free, dongle-free wireless screen sharing.

CYNAP PURE PRO

Outstanding wireless presentation, 
web conferencing & collaboration 
Ideal add-on to existing infrastructure, with all 

the functionality of Cynap Pure, plus some of the 

features of our larger Cynap systems. Provides high 

performance wireless screen mirroring, together with 

a range of popular collaboration tools. 

CYNAP CORE PRO
Advanced collaboration & presentation
‘Core essential‘ collaboration features plus advanced 

network integration options make this model an 

ideal centrepiece for mid-sized installations. Also 

a key component of the vSolution MATRIX multi-

workstation solution for training rooms and divisible 

meeting rooms.

CYNAP PRO

All-in-one centrepiece for the 
modern meeting room 
Powerful multi-functional presentation and col-

laboration system, with media player, web confe-

rencing, recording and streaming, wireless screen 

sharing, whiteboard, and lots more. Also the ‘main 

station‘ of the vSolution MATRIX solution.



Cynap overview

Features Cynap 
Pure Mini

Cynap 
Pure

Cynap Pure 
Pro

Cynap Core 
Pro

Cynap 
Pro

4 window wireless 
screen sharing a a a a a
Touchback function a a a a a
Enterprise level security a a a a a
Flexible network 
integration a a a a a
Remote  
management tool

On  
Premise

Cloud & On 
Premise

Cloud &  
On Premise

Cloud &  
On Premise

Cloud &  
On Premise

Room management APIs a a a a a
Peripheral device 
control a a a a a
Whiteboard & 
annotation

- a a a a
Live Viewer Mode - a a a a
Audio/ Video USB input - - a a a
Document & Media 
Player

- - a a a
BYOM Web 
Conferencing 

-- a a a a
Multi-Platform Web 
Conferencing

- - a a a
IP stream receive - - a a a
Integrated Web browser - - a a a
Microsoft 365 
(incl. Teams meetings)

- - a a a
HDMI input - - - a a
vSol. Matrix client station - - - a a
vSol. Matrix main station - - - - a
Lecture Capture - - - a a
HD Video recording - - - a a 
Webcasting - - - a a

Optional Feature Pack



Powerful all-in-one hybrid 
meeting room solutions

Cynap systems offer high quality wireless presentation 

of multi-source, digital content, and lots more. Choose  

from a range of high-performance models with built-

in features such as BYOM web conferencing, a media 

player, integrated web browser, whiteboard and anno-

tation, webcasting and recording, and lots more.

Eliminating racks full of AV equipment means reduced 

costs, as well as fewer potential points of failure. Cus-

tomisable peripheral device controls can also handle 

some tasks that would otherwise require a room con-

trol system. 

Easy-to-use BYOM 
web conferencing 
It‘s easy to host a web meeting wirelessly using any 

conferencing service directly from your own laptop. 

Enhance the quality of your hybrid meeting by using 

the connected camera, microphones, and speaker 

peripherals already installed in the meeting room. 

All the collaboration 
tools you need!

Remote management 
& updates
vSolution Link Pro software is available free of char-

ge for either on-premise or cloud-based (Microsoft 

Azure or AWS) virtual server deployment. It facilitates 

easy remote setup, monitoring, management, and up-

dating of multiple systems across multiple locations.

Reducing equipment - 
reducing costs!

Sample setup: Cynap Pro system used as the centrepiece of the meeting room for wireless BYOM web meetings and BYOD screen sharing.



Supporting the modern 
hybrid workplace! 

Support for AirPlay, Miracast, and Chromecast screen 

mirroring, using the protocols already built-in to users 

own devices means that no apps, dongles, or extra 

software are needed when sharing content wirelessly 

onscreen in meetings from any smartphone, laptop, or 

tablet. 

The popularity of hybrid working means that meeting 

room technology must operate far more flexibly than 

ever before. Our systems ensure that presentation con-

tent materials are always viewable on-screen in a consis-

tent way for both in-room and remote colleagues.

Perfect add-on to 
Zoom and Teams rooms
Cynap systems often provide the wireless screen 

sharing option for Zoom/Teams rooms. Content is 

presented directly into the web conference and auto-

matically displayed on the second display screen, sepa-

rately from the onscreen remote meeting participants.   

Wireless presentation 
made easy!

Enterprise level 
security
Network security is a key consideration, and our cus-

tom-built, closed, Linux system offers 100% wireless 

data encryption, IEEE802.1x authentication, plus cus-

tomisable security features to give you exactly the le-

vel of protection you require.

Consistent meeting 
experience for all!

Sample setup: Cynap Pro system used as the centrepiece of the meeting room for wireless BYOM web meetings and BYOD screen sharing. Sample setup: Cynap Pure Mini used as a plug-in to a Zoom /Teams room to provide high-performance wireless screen sharing.
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Learn more about our solutions

Please contact a WolfVision representative for more information, and to learn 

about the multi-functional capabilities, flexibility, and usability of our unique 

wireless presentation, web conferencing, and collaboration solutions for in-

room, virtual and hybrid meeting room environments.
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